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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING- January 31, 1996 
Presiding Officer: Hugh Spall 
Susan Tirotta Recording Secretary: 
Meeting was called to order at 3: 10 p.m. 
ROLLCALL 
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Burkhart, Kidwell, Rubin, Saunders and 
Starbuck. 
Visitors: Tim Yoxtheimer, Rob Kauder, Kari Belton, Phil Backlund, Carolyn Wells, Nancy Howard, 
Barbara Radke, Fritz Glover, Keith Love; Gerald Stacy, Barry Donahue, Clara Richardson, 
Paul Pitre, Connie Roberts and James Pappas. 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
None 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
*MOTION NO. 3049 Susan Donahoe moved and Marla Wyatt seconded a motion to approve the minutes of 
the January 10, 1996, Faculty Senate meeting with the following change: I. Chair's Report, item #4: change 
"Family and Consumer Studies" to "Family and Consumer Sciences. '' Motion passed. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
-1110/96 letter from Barry Donahue, Computer Science, regarding EXST 101 (Advising Seminar) New Course 
proposal; referred to Senate Curriculum Committee. 
-1118/96 letter from Clara Richardson, Chair- Senate Curriculum Committee, requesting that EXST 101 New 
Course proposal be considered by Faculty Senate; see Curriculum Committee report below. 
REPORTS 
1. CHAIR 
-Chair Hugh Spall reported that a copy of the Campus Climate Task Force report is available for 
review in the Faculty Senate office (Barge 409). President Nelson added that his office plans to 
distribute copies of the report to all Faculty Senators next week. 
-In response to Deans' Council concerns pertaining to the number of 5 credit courses taught at Central, 
the Office of Institutional Studies gathered information to determine the distribution of classes. 5 
credit courses were found to comprise 28.1% of classes in Fall 1993 (of approximately 1350 classes 
each term), 27.6% in Fall 1994, and 27.5% in Fall 1995. The Office of Institutional Studies plans to 
gather more information on this subject, and Deans' Council will continue to consider what constitutes 
the optimal distribution of one to five credit classes at a university operating on the quarter system . 
• • • • • 
*MOTION NO. 3050 Sidney Nesselroad moved and Walter Kaminski seconded a motion to approve 
the proposed 1996-97 Faculty Senate Meeting Dates, as follows: 
FALL 1996 
October 9 
November6 
December4 
1996-97 FACULTY SENATE MEETING DATES 
WINTER 1997 SPRING 1997 
January 15 
February 5 
February 26 
March 12 
April 9 
April30 
May 14 
June 4 
[All Faculty Senate meetings are scheduled from 3:00-5:00 p.m. in SUB 204-205] 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING- January 31, 1996 
1. CHAJR, continued 
Senator Rob Perkins questioned whether the Senate's regular meeting time should be moved 
to Thursday, rather than Wednesday, afternoon to accommodate those faculty who cannot attend on 
Wednesdays. Other Senators stated that moving the Senate's meeting time would accommodate some 
departments but not others (e.g., Distance Learning classes, science labs), rescheduling would 
potentially cause as many new conflicts as exist in the present system, meeting room availability un 
Thursdays is uncertain, and Senators have planned their Fall 1996 classes to allow for Wednesday 
Senate meetings. 
•MOTION NO. 3051 Rob Perkins moved and Deborah Medlar seconded a motion that MOTION 
NO. 3050 be referred back to the Senate Executive Committee for consideration of rescheduling 
F acuity Senate meetings on Thursday afternoons beginning with Winter quarter 1997. Motion 
defeated. 
Vote was held on MOTION NO. 3050; MOTION NO. 3050 passed . 
• • * •• 
-Chair Spall reported that President Nelson announced at the January 17, 1996, University Budget 
Committee meeting that he has decided to make $100,000 available for faculty development from 
Summer School revenues, provided that the university achieves the revenues and costs projected in 
the Summer School budget. The President wants the Faculty Senate to determine the allocation of 
these funds among possible faculty development activities. The Chair explained that the $100,000 
would be allocated among the Colleges and Schools according to the existing formula for allocating 
Summer School profits. The Schools and Colleges would further divide their share among existing 
departments and programs according to their existing internal allocation formulas. The Senate's task 
is to specify how these funds would be spent once the funds get to the department and program level. 
President Nelson distributed a January 25, 1996, memo from Gerald Stacy, Dean of Graduate Studies 
and Research,J enumecaling expenditures by college/school of 1994 Summer School revenues. ~ Senators stated that there is no clear definition of what constitutes appropriate ''faculty development;" 
many faculty members perceive that development is administrator, rather than faculty, driven; the 
legislature does not value faculty development activities as a necessary university expense; faculty 
are not encouraged to attend workshops and conferences unless they are presenting a paper; and some 
departments seem to have more access to faculty development funds than others . 
*MOTION NO. 3052 Ken Gamon moved and Bobby Cummings seconded a motion to refer the 
prioritization of $100,000 in Summer School revenues for faculty development to the Faculty 
Development and Research Committee for its review and recommendation to the Senate Executive 
Committee. Motion passed. 
2. PRESIDENT 
President Ivory Nelson distributed a December 28, 1995, letter from Teri Metcalt~ Clerk -
Executive Ethics Board, transmitting WAC 292-110-010 regarding Use of State Resources. The 
President encouraged Senators to widely distribute this information to their colleagues. 
3. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
No report 
4. BUDGET COMMITTEE 
No report 
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5. CODE COMMITTEE 
No report 
6. CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING- January 31, 1996 
*MOTION NO. 3053 Curriculum Committee Chair Clara Richardson moved approval of New 
Program proposal: English · B.A. Language Arts Teaching Major, as distributed at the January 10, 
1996, Faculty Senate meeting. Motion passed. 
•MOTION NO. 3054 Curriculum Committee Chair Clara Richardson moved approval of New 
Program proposal: English - English Teaching Minor, as distributed at the January 10, 1996, Faculty 
Senate meeting. Motion passed. 
*MOTION NO. 3055 Curriculum Committee Chair Clara Richardson moved approval of New 
Program proposal: lET - B.S. Industrial Technology Minor, as distributed at the Tanuary 10, I 996, 
Faculty Senate meeting. Motion passed. 
* •••• 
Curriculum Committee Chair Richardson presented New Course proposal EXST 101 
(Advising Seminar: 1 credit; formerly IS 199) for discussion. She explained that New Course 
proposals are not ordinarily forwarded to the enate for approval, but EXST 101 is an exception to 
Curriculum Planning and Procedures policy because it is sponsored by Academic ervices rather than 
by an academic depar1ment. Barry Donahue, Chair - Computer Science, stated that, although this 
cour e may be useful, the faculty would not control who teaches this course or itS content. Senators 
ceded that the information presented in the course should be available to all student but questioned 
whether it was appropriate to offer academic credit. Bill wain, Director of Admissions and 
Academic Advising Services, pointed out that the Curriculum Conunittee has ruled that the content 
and credit offered for this course is valid, and he argued that the substance of the course le.g., 
philosophy, history, psychology, interrelalional skills) far exceeds the course title's suggestion. He 
added that the course has been taught for the past four years as 1 199, and about 50% of aU United 
tates W1iversities offer a similar course. Paul Pitre, Associate Director of Academic Advising 
Services. stated that data is being gathered on the effects of the Advising Seminar, but anecdotal 
evidence and current observation indicate that students who complete this course declare a maJor 
earlier in their course of study and have a higher retention rate than those who don't. enators stated 
that the content of the Advising Seminar provides skills training equivalent to existing credl! courses 
that offer training in career pla.mmg, library skills, and business machine operation, but they 
expressed grave concerns that EXST I 0 l is not sponsored by an "academic home" department. [New 
Course proposal EXST 10 I will be voted on at the February 2 I , 1996, Faculty enate meeting.) 
7. PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
No report 
8. PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
No report 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING- January 31, 1996 
OLD BUSINESS 
Discussion on Faculty Morale 
Several Senators reported that they asked faculty in their departments to prepare a list of those issues 
they believe most strongly influence faculty morale. Chair Spall offered the Executive Conunittee' service. 
in compiling these lists from all departments and swnmarizi.ng them into a report In response to 
recommendations from Senate members that the report be made available to the Board of Trustees and 
legislators~ Chair Spall stated that such a report, if completed, would be made available to the e persons. 
Senators reported a wide range of issues affecting faculty morale, but they emphasized major concerns as lack 
of respect and Wlderstandi.ng from staff and legislators, Wlfeasonable paperwork demands, planning that 
produces no follow-up activity, Jack of attention to rules and protocols in decision making, negative influence 
of some established but frustrated faculty members on new faculty , ineffective shared governance and a weak 
Faculty Senate, and administrator-driven rather than faculty-driven decision making and leadership. Senators 
cautioned that issues should be stratified and prioritized according to whether they exist within departments 
within the university, or outside the university. 
NEW BUSINESS 
None 
ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting adjourned at 5:00p.m. 
"**NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: February 21, 1996 *** 
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I. ROLLCALL 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10p.m., Wednesday, January 31, 1996 
SUB 204-205 
II. CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: January 10, 1996 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
-1/10/96 letter from Bany Donahue, Computer Science, re. EXST 101 (Advising Seminar) 
New Course proposal; referred to Senate Curriculum Committee. 
-1/18/96 letter from Clara Richardson, Chair - Senate Curriculum Committee, requesting that 
EXST 101 New Course proposal be considered by Faculty Senate; see Curriculum 
Committee report below. 
V. REPORTS 
1. CHAIFl 
-MOTION: 1996-97 Faculty Senate Meeting Dates (attached) 
-MOTION: Faculty Development 
2. PRESIDENT 
3. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE -Charles McGehee, Chair 
4. BUDGET COMMITTEE -Barney Erickson, Chair 
5. CODE COMMITTEE - Beverly Heckart, Chair 
6. CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - Clara Richardson, Chair 
-New Program: English- B.A. Language Arts Teaching Major (for vote) 
-New Program: English- English Teaching Minor (for vote) 
-New Program: lET- B.S. Industrial Technology Minor (for vote) 
-New Course: EXST 101 (for discussion only) 
7. PEFlSONNEL COMMITTEE- Rex Wirth, Chair 
8. PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE -Bobby Cummings, Chair 
VI. OLD BUSINESS 
-Discussion on Faculty Morale 
VII. NEW BUSINESS 
VIII. ADJOURNMENT 
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: February 21,1996 *** 
Faculty Senate Regular Meeting 
AGENDA- January 31, 1996 
CHAIR 
MOTION: PROPOSED 1996-97 FACULTY SENATE MEETING DATES 
FALL 1996 WINTER 1997 SPRING 1997 
October 9 January 15 April9 
November 6 February 5 April30 
December 4 February 26 May 14 
March 12 June 4 
[All Faculty Senate meetings are scheduled from 3:00-5:00 p.m. in SUB 204-205] 
*** 
MOTION: FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
Page 2 
The Faculty Senate recommends that the $100,000 allocated to Faculty Development from 
Summer School profits be allocated to travel, course development and equipment/software 
in such proportions as the receiving department may determine, with the departments 
reporting on their use of the funds to the President so that he has evidence of the relative 
priorities that the faculty place on these various development activities. 
* * * 
CURRTCU LUM COMMITTEE 
CURRICULUM PROCEDURES/PROTOCOL: 
"[The] Faculty Senate acts on proposals for new programs, new options to existing programs, course 
additions to existing programs that exceed the upper limit of credits, and curriculum changes 
affecting the General Education Program, and returns them to the Provost." (Curriculum Planning 
and Procedures guide, Appendix A, Curriculum Flow Chart) 
"A synopsis of background material will be placed on the Faculty Senate's agenda for review 
by Senators and Department Chairs. Extended information on proposed changes will be available 
in the Provost's Office. Senate discussion of curriculum proposals will be invited at the meeting for 
which the agenda is distributed, but final discussion (if any) and the vote to adopt or reject proposals 
will be delayed until the subsequent Senate meeting." (from May 19, 1993, Faculty Senate meeting) 
l'ni.JU~.LL ,:a:.J.V\J.l:.l I:'I..CA.7Ul..oi\K r'iU.llNU! : · ·· . '-< 1/31/96 Page 3 
Central 
washington 
University 
Industrial and Engineering Technology 
Ellensburg. washington 98926 
(509) 963-1756 
To: Faculty Senate 
From: Tim Yoxtheimer 
IE T Department Chair 
Date: December 28, 1995 
Re: Justification for the new Industrial Technology Minor 
In 1990 the lET department combined four Industrial Technology majors into a single major with 
options. At the same time we deleted two minors in Engineering Graphics and 1ndustrial 
Education. A third minor in Industrial Technology should have been placed on reserve for use in 
the future. When the department attempted to reactivate it, we found out that the course had 
~ :een deleted by mistake. 
The new Industrial Technology Minor is designed to be flexible and take advantage of the 
different majors offered by the department. The minor as it is proposed to be offered: 
Industrial Technology Minor. 25 credits. Courses to be selected from Industrial Technology 
department courses under departmental advisement. · 
The intent of this generic minor is to allow a student and the department advisor to design a group 
of courses that reinforce the students major interests. Examples of student inquires for a minor 
that the department has received in the last two years are: 
Flight Technology major - construction m]nor 
Flight Technology major - machining/manufacturing minor 
Loss Control major - power minor 
Computer Science major- manufacturing minor 
Special Education major- broad technology minor (non-teaching) 
Electronic Engineering Technology- aircraft systems minor 
Art major - industrial design minor 
The department expects about I 0 students a year to graduate with this minor for the next 3 years 
and then the numbers should increase. Because the students will be spread out over the breath of 
the department, there will be no impact on faculty course or advising load. Each student will be 
required to submit an approved set of courses and a time schedule to the advisor and department 
chair at least two quarters before completing the m]nor. 
L BACKGROUND AND RATIONALl 
I. Prom .. u II il pn1posed co IN oll'mll. 
IDdutrial TeU!ooltQ MIHr. 2.S c:n.1iu Couna to be selected &om lndusuill 
T cchnoJoay dep&IUIIIIIII couna Wider dcpanrnaftal advucmlllt. 
2. JuJtlliatioo ror addiU. 
The lndusuial T edmoloay minor wu ~ fiom !be 1991-93 tll&log by 
mistake (sec aruthed 1919-91 catalog copy) Tbe depanmart thought tlw tbc 
minor bad been piK:ed oa reserve, DOt dropped. We have been recc:ivina rcquesu 
&om studenls to reioswe the minor 11 this time. 
J. lmpaC1 oa depam.eatload 
Noae 
~- Projtcted aoa-racwiJ sumac aeecb 
None 
5. Projtcted Jtudeot mro!lmtDt ror e.ach qumer or aut dlree yean and sprcial 
addition! costs JhldtDb will be required lo pay. 
f" IVt students per quarter the lint )UC utd teo stu denu per qUMt er for years rwo 
utd three. Lab fees are required for some JET ~ 
6. Projtcted space neecb to support procnm 
Nnne 
1. Related cilnicululil chan.-
None 
· I. Deuiled cost1 for U.plemtDliD& prova-
t. Source or additioaa.l fiScal raOUIUI 
NIA 
10. l'oiqut time elemtDb 
None 
II. Departmeou afTrc!rd by arw prova111. 
Only the JET Department is expected to be alfec1ed. 
0. PROCR-\M OVERVIEW 
1. Dtpartmeat aame, chair, offiu loatioo aad pboue number. 
Jndu."1NI and Engin~g Tecbnoloay 
Til'l Yoxtbeimet, Chair 
Hogt:e 107 Phone 963-17S6 
1. The minor will b'! : : ;~e-~ under tbe JET department section in the WJ!og so the 
!Mlerial i.D questions I utd 2 have been included. 
J. Pn. ;ram desuiplioJU: 
Tndumial Technology minor 
b.. c.. IlL None 11 tbis time 
e. AD JET Depanment courses are iDcluded by advisem~ 
I. 25 creciiu 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Department of English 
To: Faculty Senate 
From: Patsy Callaghan, English Department Chair 
Date: 1/2/96 
Re: Justification for the new English Teaching Minor 
t'age ) 
The addition of an English Teaching Minor is justified as a way to guide the 
preparation of students who have a majcr in another discipline and wish to 
receive a second endorsement in English from the State of Washington. This 
minor would complement a major in history or sodal studies, but could be 
profitably combined with any other teaching area as language arts instruction 
continues to be integrated in various ways across the curriculum. 
English has become an attractive. second area of study for prospective teachers 
who need two areas of endorsement from the State of Washington for 
certifica tion. We have established this minor to a1low students a responsible 
basic preparCltion in English and methods to assist their teaching of language 
arts across the curriculum and in combination with other subjects. 
The proposed program is in alignment with our mission, our s tra tegic plan, 
our assessment commitments, and our understanding through our 
professional organizations of current research and practice in the teaching of 
language arts. 
Program as it is to be offered: See reverse side of memo. 
Expected enrollment: 15/year 
There will be no impact on faculty course or advising loads. The students 
who will take this minor would typically have taken the 45 credit Teaching 
English Major which was deleted, or would ha\·e been enrolled as 
"certification only~· students. 
400 E. 8th A.venue • Ellensburg. WA 98926-7558 • 509-Q63-1546 
·. 
CWU ENGLISH DEPT 
Eaglisb Tuchlaa Miaor 
nil mila. E&atJiM- dla Mftllt W~ ~ ~ .. .-baaaQIIII 
Eel ilL 
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SWciiCI .. als prDpalft~ ...... ~ l02. Pwoy .. hclks. ...... 
..on~ il DIO )0), Priacipla of£qlba SWks. •w. cana n ~- • oe.r 
..,per 4Msa.., ~ . 
~a!NC.... o.-
~CiUSII 51'\IDIISI 
•El«llCD. ~ .. hdka • 
fMG )G. r.Wifla ol~illa ~ • 
PWODalWSD: 
Sdtca 1: 
ENG 30S. OA306. OR. 307. r..'"lllli LJIEnDn l, D. II 4, 
Sdoca 1: 
ENG 301. ()1. J09. AD:rica ~ I. D 4 
MAJOR UT'IJl.UlY flGl'm: Sdccll: 4 
~ 161. a.keqJ~~n: n. bt) Pl.;)'l 
~ JQ. S..lz';pcuc.: 'nel.a:r .,.,. 
~410. SCD6s il Mljcr ~ ..... 
ENO •••· Sllllfia • Mitior "-'cca w.-. 
•010 4lt: Sa.lia .. WVcw W.W Wrllrll 
COWPAMtl\'iJC\1L'I\Ja.U.1111DID • 
010 Ja WOIW l..llaat I ca 
DCJ m. w..w J.J~na.t 1 
WCi\1AGE: 
•D«J m. Gnmru •• 01111race • 
Pr.DA(iQGY: 
010 tlO. Tc.ac:!Wit Ea&)~ ill !lie ~ WIOOI'• 4 
T-.1 )6 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING: - ·. 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNl VERSITY 
Department of English 
To: Faculty Senate 
From: Patsy Callaghan, English Department Chair 
Date: 1/2/% 
Re: Justification for the new Language Arts Major 
Page 7 
In alignment with Goal1. Objective 1 of our Strategic Plan, the E1,1glish 
department has concluded a comprehensive program review designed to 
"create a current, streamlined, varied curriculum." One result of this review 
was the reduction of our major programs from seven to three. We deleted 
two language arts majors, one focu~ing on the pre.paration of elementary 
level teachers, and one which addr~ssed the needs of middle level teachers. 
These two majors were composed of non-sequential menus of course options 
not attached to any specific set of expectations and Qut of alignment with the 
revisions in the elementary education programs, resulting in advising 
confusion and an inordinate number of course substitutions. 
Responding to the recommendations of the National Council of Teachers of 
Englis~ we designed a new language arts major which clarifies and reduces 
program options, allows students to focus their preparation in terms of level 
and materials, increases program coherence, updates course offerings, and 
increases cultural representation in course requirements. The redesigned 
major is presented on the r~verse side of this memo. 
Expected enrollment: 45/year 
There will be no impact on faculty course or advising loads. 
400 E. 8th Avenve • Ellensburg. WA 9S926·7SS8 • 509-963-1546 
e£0/MITI'IU IX I'ISTITuna-. • TOO ~Z3 
CWU EHCLISH DEPT ~a99631~61 
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Lanpap ArtJ Teac1Un1 Major: 
S!U<knts in lhb mi!Jor must oompl~ the p<Otesl!onal c.JnCillon proptm Rlquli'WlCiltl Cor ol$U)C.II&Iry or UOOtlduy oertifleatloc avall:able 
throush lhe education department. A minor II requl~ whb lhiJ ~or. Studcnl6 worldnJ ~-~4 catlftcMIOD who 11:<1 prep•lna to web 
M the clune.ntary school level must COIX\plete tile rcqulremalts for the elemcnW)' edueillon mitiOr. St11den1s workina toWird .t.Jl QCftJftcatios 
who •c preparing to teach a1 tho junior blah or middle school level ml&br coo.slder combLDID& this major 'llt'iltla Teaehlas Social Selencc M~01 
or wilb a T~!ac.blng History Minor, sinu many middle I$Yelschoob block tb.clr Ia~• w 111d soeial m dlcs clasm. Tbls m~or sad.sfle&lhc 
e\lltcnt Washlt\a10n Slate requirements for two e11dorscrnen1J: one In Enalifb ud one In LaDp11c ArU. 
Sbldents in lhiJ proJ121n ll& "pecUd 10 eomplete Eaallsla 302, Pocuy and Poedct, pdor to enroltlos in ENG 303. Principle• ofEnaJisb 
Studies, and both c:ourses are prerequisites to o1her upper clivltion mitior requirements. 
ENGLISH STUDIES 
ENG 302, ~try and Poctie~ 
ENG 303, Ptinclples of&&lllh Studies 
PERIOD COURSES; 
Street I; 
6NO lOS, 306, 307. Enatbh Uterarun: I, ll,IU 
Select l: 
£NO 10&, 309. American Literanuc I, U 
MAJOR UTERARY nGURES: 
.ENG 361. Shabspeate; The £arty Plays , OR 
ENG 362. Shakespeare: ~Later Plays 
COMP ARA TIVEICUL TURAL STUDIES: Select 1: 
ENO 321. World Lic.rature [ 
ENG 329. World Lltcteture D 
LANGUAGE: 
•ENG 321. CJr3coolat Ia tbc Classroom 
WRITING: 
ENG 314. Ad\laneed Nonfiction Prose 
PEDAGOGY 
11aoae worltlq toward K~ ttrtlliutlon and ploiQnlai 
to teach at the elementary level take: 
EDEC 421. Tcac:h!ne Childrea's Litcrarure (3) 
Tbosc workiae toward f-12 ~rtifieation and plaanlne to 
teach Jr. 111gb or middle acllool take: 
ENO 430. Tcachln& Enalish In the Seoondary School•• (4) 
ENO 42l. Teathin& Youna Adult Uterarure (4) 
COURSES J:'ROM OTHER DEPARTMENTS 
Tbose worklac toward K-1 certilieadoa and planDiDI 
to teuh at the elemeatary level takt: 
COM 301. CoJ'DI'IIunlcatlon Concepts and Proeeuel(4) 
lH 20'7. Jntrodlidlon 1o Children's Dflml()) 
TH 311. Creative Dtamatics Ill Seboolltld Lebure(3) 
TWCOM 420. Teachille Communication a.ad Drama 
in the Elementary Sehool(4) 
Tbote worklDI towarcl<t-12. certiRtadoD alld planDJq to 
Ieath jr. hitb or 1\lddlc Kllool take: 
TH 311. Crutlve Drlallllcs ill S;boolancl LeisUN (3) 
COM 201. 11\troduction to Mass Media (4) 
COM 208. Bcginnina Ncwswn1iq and RlpoJtin& (4) 
'SENIOR COLLOQUIUM: ENG489 
.. Prorcqul,ite, EDEC lllarid 30 ctedits In Eqlisb. 
Cndia 
4 
4 
lora 
14 or II 
l 
Total 51 or 53 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING: 1/31/96 
Advising Seminar 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
ACADEMIC SERVICES 
Office of Admissions and Academic Advising Services 
Academic Advising Services 
Advising Seminar Course 
Curriculum Transmittal Form Addendum 
December 27, 1995 
Page 9 
Academic Advising Services coordinates Fall Quarter Advising Seminars (currently 
designated as Individualized Studies 199 courses) that are available to ftrst-year students on 
a space available basis. Objectives of the one-credit seminar inClude providing students 
with speciftc knowledge of the General Education Program. introducing major programs of 
studies, and having students prepare tentative, four-year academic plans. The seminar 
leaders, who are faculty volunteers, serve as the students' advisors for Winter Quarter pre-
registration. 
We are proposing to change this course from Individualized Studies to Exploratory 
Studies. As you can see from the previous description of the course, the Exploratory 
Studies designation is much more appropriate. We are asking for an EXST 101 course 
designation. The new designation does not effect any other academic department on 
campus. 
ADVISING SEMINAR 
EXST 101 (1 credit) [formerly IS 199: Advising Seminar] 
Course Description: Provides students with specific knowledge of the 
General Education Program, introduces major programs of study, and 
requires students to prepare a four-year academic plan. 
Mitchell Hall • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7463 • 509-963-30C1 • FAX 50!3-963-3022 
CHANGE TO January 31, 1996, Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes, page 2, Chair's 
Report: 
OLD WORDING 
President Nelson distributed a January 25, 1996, memo from Gerald Stacy, Dean 
of Graduate Studies and Research, enumerating expenditures by college/school 
of 1994 Summer School revenues. 
NEW WORDING 
President Nelson distributed a January 25, 1996, memo from Gerald Stacy, Dean 
of Graduate Studies and Research, summarizing sources {e.g., Provost's budget, 
Indirect cost recovery, annual state appropriations. vending machine profits) of 
funding and expenditures ($118,913 during the current fiscal year with an 
additional commitment of $45,655 before the end of the year> by the Office of 
Graduate Studies and Research for faculty development. The President also 
distributed several memos enumerating expenditures by college/school of 1994 
Summer School revenues. 
ROLL CALL 1995-96 
__L Walter ARL T 
Karen BLAIR 
FACUL 1Y SENATE MEETING: January 31, 1996 
__ Stephen JEFFERIES 
_Loan RAMSDELL 
John BURKHARDT 
_.LMinerva CAPLES 
_LBobby CUMMINGS 
_ /_Terry DeVIETTI 
_Lsusan DONAHOE 
__LRobert FORDAN 
_LKenGAMON 
_LMichael GLEASON 
___L Gerald GUNN 
__.L_Jim HAWKINS 
_L_ Webster HOOD 
~Paulette JONVILLE 
_L_Katarin JURICH 
_Lwalter KAMINSKI 
Michelle KIDWELL 
Zoeborah MEDLAR 
LLuetta MONSON 
__ {Robert MYERS 
~Ivory NELSON 
~Sidney NESSELROAD 
.// \Iince NETHERY 
_£steve OLSON 
~Rob PERKINS 
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__L_Sharon ROSELL 
~Eric ROTH 
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/James SAHLSTRAND 
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Kristan STARBUCK 
__ Carin THOMAS 
~Morris UEBELACKER 
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~Rex WIRTH 
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_LMarla WYATT 
LThomasYEH 
_Carol BUTTERFIELD 
Loretta GRAY 
__ Roger FOUTS 
Dale OTTO 
__ Roger GARRETT 
James HARPER 
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Mark ZETTERBERG 
Peter BURKHOLDER 
Brue BARNES 
__ George TOWN 
__ Gary HEESACKER 
__ Cindy EMMANS 
Patrick OWENS 
Thomas MOORE 
Andrew SPENCER 
Robert GREGSON 
__ Terry MARTIN 
__ Cathy BERTELSON 
__ Stella MORENO 
__ C. Wayne JOHNSTON 
Michael BRAUNSTEIN 
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John ALWIN 
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__ Carolyn SCHACTLER 
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Date 
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET 
Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary 
directly after the meeting. Thanl( you. 
I 
RECE\VED 
JAM 2 5 '9~ti 
PRES\OENTS Off\CE 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of Graduate Studies and Research 
MEMORANDUM 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
Re: 
Ivory ~~~~resident 
Gerald/~a~ bean 
Graduate Studies and Research 
January 25, 1996 
Faculty Development 
I read through the minutes of the Budget Advisory Committee's 
meeting on summer school yesterday. I wanted very much to. attend 
that meeting, but I had a grad council meeting at the same time 
and since we were reviewing the proposed graduate program in 
Theater, we met for almost two hours. 
Anyway, had I been at the advisory committee meeting, I could 
have pointed out that the Office of Graduate Studies and Research 
is spending a goodly sum each year on faculty development. 
During the current fiscal year we've spent $118,913, and we're 
committed to another $46,655 before the end of the year. 
Let me briefly summarize for you where some of the money comes 
from. Tom Moore gave me $15,000 to support faculty to read 
papers at conferences. Using indirect cost recovery funds, I 
have more than doubled what he gave us to support that account. 
The small grant program is a $12,000 annual state appropriation. 
Faculty Research Appointments come from a $93,000 yearly 
. appropriation. Faculty Development. Grants come from the 
approximately $15,000 a year I make on vending machine profits 
earmarked for faculty development. The Cultural Pluralism Grants 
come from the faculty research appointment account. Faculty 
Development Workshops come from vending machine money and 
indirect cost recovery money. 
I hope this clears up some of the misconceptions which may be 
floating around about lack of support for faculty development. 
xc. Tom Moore, Provost 
Bob Brown, Dean, Arts and Humanities 
David Dauwalder, Dean, Business and Economics 
Anne Denman, Dean, Behavioral, Natural and Social Sciences 
Linda Murphy, Dean, Education and Professional studies 
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Faculty Development Opportunities Sponsored by 
Graduate Studies & Research 
July 1, 1995 to June 30, 1996 
To date, $118,913 has been spent on faculty development opportunities. It is anticipated that an 
additional $46,655 will be spent by the end of the fiscal year for a total expenditure of $165,568. 
A breakdown of opportunities follows. 
Travel to Professional Conferences 
To date, $27,366 has been encumbered for 80 faculty to present research or perform at professional conferences. We 
anticipate spending an additional $3,348 in support of 8-10 faculty before July 1, 1996. 
Small Grants 
Small grants totaling $6,158 have been awarded to 6 faculty to date. We anticipate spending an additional $6,037 in 
support of 4-6 faculty before July 1, 1996. 
Faculty Research Appointments 
One quarter of release time was awarded to 3 faculty. The cost for this academic year will be $52,027. 
Faculty Development Grants 
Five faculty development grants have been awarded to date for a cost of $6,301. We anticipate funding an additional4-
5 projects for up to $12,500. 
Cultural Pluralism Curriculum Development Awards 
To date, 5 faculty have been awarded grants totaling $16,500 for the purpose of developing new curricula or revising 
existing curricula to better reflect issues of cultural pluralism. We anticipate spending $24,770 for 7-8 additional 
faculty before July 1996. 
Three faculty members participated in a diversity conference held in Philadelphia this fall. Some of their expenses were 
paid by the Association of American Colleges and Universities. The remainder oftheir expenses totaling $1,825 was 
paid for by Graduate Studies & Research. 
Faculty Development Workshops 
During July 1995, a Powerpoint software training workshop for faculty was held. Approximately 25 faculty 
participated. Expenses totaled $929. 
During Summer 1995, three faculty attended a Reflective Practices conference in Vancouver, British Columbia. This 
conference was devoted to improvement of teaching. Expenses totaled $1,278. During Fall 1995, these faculty 
provided noon-time workshops on campus for faculty. Advertising expenses totaled $54. 
A New Faculty Orientation was provided for 34 faculty in September, 1995. Expenses for the two-day workshop 
totaled $1,150. 
During Fall 1995, 3 faculty attended a Project Kaleidoscope Workshop in Claremont, California, to improve and 
promote involving undergraduates in research opportunities. Expenses totaled $1,723. 
A Scholarly Writing Workshop by Dr. Robert Lucas was sponsored during November 1995. Approximately 20 faculty 
participated. Workshop expenses totaled $2,000. 
Expenses for "Talks About Teaching," two panel discussions on teaching development scheduled for late January, 
totaled $102. Approximately 30 faculty are expected to participate. 
Monies totaling $1,500 to date have been provided to support a faculty group working on a technology project to train 
faculty to use technology in the classroom. 
"' , ~- "'' .,,,, ~, RECEIVED 
JAN 1 9 1996 ~ 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY PRESIDEri r 3 urr'ICE CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of the Dean • School of Business & Economics 
MEMORANDUM DATE: January 19, 1996 
TO: Ivory Nelson, President 
Thomas Moore, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
FROM: David P. Dauwalder, Dean, School of Business & Economicss::1J~~ 
COPIES: SBE Faculty 
SUBJECf: REPORT OF EXPENDITURES OF SUMMER 1994 REVENUES 
Of the $50,000 in summer session revenues distributed to the School of Business and Economics 
following Summer 1994, 64 percent was allocated directly to faculty support activities and 36 
percent was allocated to purchase seven pentium computers and software for instructional support 
at CWU-Lynnwood. The distribution of summer revenues is a function of the SBE Executive 
Committee, which includes the department chairs, a school-wide elected faculty liaison, the 
assistant dean and the dean The following describes the process by which the funds were 
distributed and the general categories of expenditures that have been incurred. 
Djstrjbutjon of Funds 
The $50,000 in summer session revenues were distributed as follows: 
• Distributed to department chairs to support faculty-development 
related initiatives within each department . .$ 18,000 
(Funds were distributed based on the proportion of full-time faculty in each department.) 
• Used to fund an SBE Summer Research/Instructional 
Development Grant Program $ 11,000 
(Grant applications were reviewed by a four-faculty-member committee appointed jointly by 
the department chairs and the dean. Appendix 1 [attached] details the specific grants funded.) 
• Used to purchase instructional computers and software for 
SBE students at CWU-Lynnwood $ 18,000 
(Our Fall1994 AACSB visitation conf1C1Iled that a major roadblock in the SBE gaining 
national specialized business accreditation was the clearly inconsistent degree of access 
to computing among our three sites. CWU-Lynnwood has no on-site computer lab. 
Attempts to leverage the $18,000 with other CWU funds weren't soccessful. We 
purchased as many computers as we could for the funds available to begin to address 
this critical problem.) 
• Used to upgrade servers and software in Shaw-Smyser $ 3,000 
(Provides a backup in the event the primary storage in the Shaw-Smyser faculty server fails, 
which has occurred since the acquisition of the backup system.) 
400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7487 • 509-963-1955 • FAX 509-963-3042 
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APPENDIX l 
SBE SUMMER GRANTS* FOR RESEARCH AND 
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Instructional DeyelQpment Grants 
Karen Adamson Accounting--Ellensburg $ 1,350 
"Cooperative Learning in the Classroom" This project supported research into the 
concept and application of cooperative learning in accounting instruction resulting in direct 
application to the delivery of accounting insttuction at CWU. 
Peter Boyle Business Administration--Ellensburg $ 1,350 
"Development of Consumer Behavior Marketing Course" Funding supponed 
the development of a new approach to teaching consumer behavior, including creating a packet 
of detailed lecture notes to replace the standard textbook, compiling articles from business 
literature to provide up-to-date industry examples, and developing classroom exercises to 
demonstrate practical application of concepts. 
Eldon Johnson Business Administration--Lynnwood $ 643 
"Templates and Study Guide for FIN 475" Funding supported the development of 
financial planning templates to be used in the process of applying the principles taught in 
FIN 475--Investments during classroom insttuction. 
Tom Kokta Business Administration--Ellensburg $ 615 
"Equipment for Use in Marketing Research and New Product Development 
Courses" Funding allowed the acquisition of computer equipment to allow more frequent 
and professional use of focus groups in marketing research and new product development courses. 
Research Grants 
Peter Boyle Business Administration--Ellensburg $ 700 
"Expertise in a Constructive Product-Choice Task" Funding supported the 
completion of the analysis of data collected during 1994-95, resulting in the submission by 
Fall 1995 of a single-authored manuscript for publication in a peer-reviewed marketing journal. 
Koushik Ghosh Economics--Ellensburg $ 1,500 
"Early Employment, Self-Selection, and Long-Term Employment" Funding 
was provided to support partially the acquisition of data tapes, documentation and publications, 
and data retrieval and computer software from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 
(NLSY). Acquisition of these data is a critical element in Dr. Ghosh's economic research agenda. 
Tom Kokta Business Administration--Ellensburg $ 1,318 
"Marketing Activities in Developing Economies" Funding provided research 
assistance and software to support Dr. Kokta's investigation of the correlation of marketing 
activities and employment with gross national product in developing economies. 
Peter Saunders Economics--Ellensburg $ 500 
"An Empirical Investigation of the Price Level Determination in the U.S." 
Funding provided support for the completion of a manuscript titled "An Empirical Investigation 
of the Price Level Detennination in the U.S." with the objective of submitting the manuscript 
for publication in a major peer-reviewed journal in economics. 
*Note: The total amount of the base grants equaled $8,036. An additional $2,964 was 
allocated to cover benefits, taxes, and shipping charges where applkable. 
*Note: Five additional grant applications were received but could not be funded 
I. Nelson and T. Moore -2- January 19, 1996 
Cateeorjes of Expenditures 
Based on the distribution of funds detailed on page 1, the following reflects the actual expenditures 
and encumbrance of funds to date. In many cases, the expenditures provide both direct faculty 
and instructional support. 
EXPENDITURES/ENCUMBRANCES 
OF REVENUES DISTRIBUTED 
AFTER SUMMER 1994 
Classification of Expendirure/Encurnbrance Amount 
Computer Hardware $25,312 
Research Presentations (conference registrations & travel) 6,809 
Summer Research and Faculty Development Grants Stipends 
and Benefits 5,131 
Computer Software 2,212 
Acquisition of Research Database 1,600 
Student Assistants in Support of Summer Faculty Grants 993 
Faculty Travel in Support of Other Professional Activities 522 
Acquisition of Periodicals 125 
Submission Fees to Academic Journals 75 
Departtnental Allocations Yet to be Encumbered 6,660 
Claims Yet to be Processed in Support of Summer Faculty Grants 561 
'IUI'AL $50,000 
• 
' 
{ 
3 
tl VI\ RECEIVED JAN 2 4 1996 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of the Dean 
College of Education and Professional Studies 
MEMORANDUM 
TO : 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Ivory V. Nelson, President 
Members of the Board of Trustees 
Linda B. Murphy, Dean diS 1?tt.-~ 
January 24, 1996 
Requested List of Summer Revenue Expenditures by the College of 
Education and Professional Studies (1994-95) 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
The enclosed documents constitute our college report of expenditures from summer school 
revenues during the year 1994-1995. As requested, I have included only expenditures from the 
following categories. 
1. Pilot new courses and/or instructional approaches 
2. Support program recruitment and marketing, including new summer school programs 
5. Academic program development 
6. Faculty development 
7(a) Instructional equipment 
7 (b) Computer equipment 
7(c) Scientific equipment 
The first 5-page document (attached) is an itemized list of all expenditures from the above 
categories. It should be noted that the sum of the listed categories (columns 4 through 10) for 
each recipient (column 1) will not always equal the total amount (column 3). The reason for this is 
that a number of expenditures in our college were categorized under multiple classifications, s: me 
of which are not included in this report. An example of this appears on line #1 where a $140.30 
expenditure was categorized under both category #1, as shown, and also under category #9, 
"Instructional Materials Enhancement", which was not included in this report. 
The second 2-page document (attached) is a composite list of all faculty, adjunct faculty, staff, 
and students who were awarded some kind of development funding during the year. Of the 
ninety-six regular faculty (excluding faculty in the two ROTC programs which receive federal 
support for personnel, travel, and development), forty-six (47.92%) received faculty 
development funding, primarily for participation in workshops and conferences, and for 
presentations at meetings. In sum, $21 ,614.41 was expended for faculty development activities 
last year, with $24,198.41 being spent on all development activities, combined. Please note that 
Glenn Madsen and Janine Irish, whose names appear on the chart, were employed for special 
purposes and therefore were not included among on the list of employees who received 
development funding. 
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) 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
ITEMIZED LIST OF EXPENDITURES FROM SUMMER SCHOOL REVENUES 
YEAR 1994·95 
SELECTED CATEGORIES 
• ( 1) PILOT NEW COURSES AND/OR INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES 
• (2) SUPPORT PROGRAM RECRUITMENT AND MARKETING, INCLUDING NEW SUMMER 
SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
• (5) ACADEMIC PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
• (6) FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
• (7) EQUIPMENT 
INSTRUCTIONAL 
COMPUTER 
SCIENTIFIC 
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-~:-~~-:~:~-~~~~ei .... .. ............ +~:~~ .......... f ........... }~~~-~6-ci .. -! .......................................................... .. f .......... ~-~.?..~.~ -~ ............. $.6so·:aa ... l ..................... .. ...... .............................. f ........................... .. 
Gail Goss l Educ j $100.00 j [ $100.00 l i 
---· -+:::-:- . -· : -------f -: .... ~~~~~;;?.~!.---·-·-···· ··i·~~~~---···-r··---~~~~+------·--··-- ---····--·v.·-········+--·-··------------ · ··--·-··i~~;-~~-~- - -1· · · .. ··· ..·····-·-·-·--·-· ......... -.. ----.. ---t······--····---.. ·--···--· 
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Ernest Chan-Nui .......... j.~duc ! $338.00 l l $338.00 l l 
· c-i~dy-·err;rr;~-~~·· ···· .............. l.Ed~~- ........ l ........... $1.4a:25"I···· ......................... r······ ...................... l ........................................ $·;·4·a:2s .. I ..................................................... ..... 1 ............................. . 
Share I Babcock I Educ l $226.98 1 l $226-:iia-·T - ··· ........ ---- ..... [ 
................................... ................. t ..................... t .............................. .. ; ............................................................ t ........................................................... ; .................................................... ... ...... t ........................... .. 
Judy Backlund l Educ , $235.20 1 l $235.20 1 l 
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Luetta Monson ! Educ 1 $229.20 1 j $229.20 1 1 
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Barbara Phillips I Educ 1 $373.65 ~ · ~ $373.65 ~ ~ 1-·-- . . . _ , 
Osman Alawiye I Educ l $500.00 ! i $500.00 i i 
..................................................... j ...................... l· ................................ t ................. ...................... .................... + ........................................................... !""'"'"'""''''''"''''''' . .................... .. ....... , ...... .. . ... . ......... . .. .... . 
Jean Abel 1 Educ . $572.40 : i $572.40 1 i j 
_carol B~-~ertield_~~~c I $492.91 ! ~ --~~~:.91 !. ..~ ........ _,_J _______ ..... _.I 
-~~~~~~!:.~~Y.-.., ......... ..J.~~~: ___ .L_ .. ~-~~~--~ ·60 l -----·--· ···----.. --.... L ...................... - ..... - ~-!~.!.~.:~~ .. l ....... - .... -~ ...... - -.................... - ... ~ ... -----····--·--··· ·· 
Don Black ! Educ I $201.20 i ~ $201.20 i ~ 
Dale Otto ! Educ l $320.00 1 i $320.00 j i .. --~-----· ....... . ------· . . ----- . ·-·---1--·----~-------· 
·o~i~"o'tt~ ... .. .......................... i.E"d~~- - -- ...... i ........... ii'ao·:a·a···r ................................. ......................... r ..................................... ii'ao·:a·a ... i .............................. .............................. ! ............................ . 
. §.~!! .. §.?.~ .... ...... .................... .j.~~~9. .......... ! ............ ~.~ -~9:.~Q .. i ............................. l .............................. j ........................................ ~~g-~:~Q .. ! ................................................... ......... ! .............................  
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Educ fac/students I Educ l $2,1 03.25 l i ~ $2,1 03.25 i 
-·---- -----·-p··r--.. . .. . -· ~- . -~~ ...._.,. ..... . 4 . ........-. .. -.....~~--....,--- ... ,. .. _...,.._. .• __ ._.. 
Gayle Bender 1 Educ ! $300.00 j j $300.00 i 1 
...... -----·-·--· --··-------··s-·-----·-·-t~· ·· ·--· ···----·--·------·---·- ---·--·----·--·····:·----.. ··--~-- ................................. ___ __ ... , ........................... -......... , ..... - ..................... . 
Educ fac/students j Educ i $1,052.65 ~ . L . ~ $526.33 $526.32 i 
Debbi Prigge i Educ i $312.14 ~ I ............ ~- $312:14 ]" ......... l 
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Debbi Prigge 1 Educ ! $349.80 ~ . ~ $349.80 j ~ 
Educ fac/students 1 Educ l $1,500.00 l i ~ $1,500.00 i 
----------~f.-----· . ·--· __ ... -·- --·----:-------·- -------:.~~·--- ---~---·----<-~-----
Nancy Jurenka i Educ i $756.52 ~ i $756.52 ~ ! 
····-···-----·-····--·········-····r·--·-·----.. -~ ...... - ... ·"·-----.. -····-··············""···-·· ... - ................... ~ ....... _ .. ____ .. __ ...... - .......... ~ .................................... .......................................................... .. 
Carol Butterfield ;Educ i $100.00 l i $100.00 i i ·Ed~~tc;~,st~dent;--··-rEduc--r--$2o9.oo ("--$2o9.oo r-------r---·----··-·-r------------- -.. --------r·--.. --.. -
..................................................... ~ .. ................................... .. ............................................................................. : ............. .. ........................ .. ................................................................................ : ............................. . 
Sharel Babcock 1 Educ j $347.50 i ~ $347.50 i ~ 
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~-~!:tLS tac/students l~EHLS r $2,2()4.16 .. ~. $440:~.!.. _ $440.83 ~ $440.a~.j__.~~9.:~~------·-·J.-- 1 
Erlice Killorn jPEHLS i $517.67 i i $517.67 i i -·· ·--~-- --· ·--·--·-···-···- .. -1-···-.. --.>-.. ~---··-----... - ...... ~ .... - .. ·"··-·· ·-· .. ----·--··· ...................... - ... ·-·--......... ___ ................ ·-···---.. · ·-·--..................... ......................... ... . 
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Patti Adkisson j PEHLS ! $324.00 ~ 1 $324.00 i j 
Kevin Adkisson I PEHLS i $324.00 1 i . $324.00 1 - l 
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Andy Jenkins 1 PEHLS I $275.00 ~ ~ $275.00 ~ ~ 
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_Spike Arlt ! PEHLS i $206.85 ~ 1 $206.85 L [ 
Bill Vance 1 PEHLS l $92.60 ~ 1 $92.60 1 i ·J~h·~··p~~~~-~~ ...................... i.PEH'L:s·· .... ! ......... .. $275:aa··t .. .................. ........ ....................... .. ..... ~ .. ... ... .............. .................. $2.7S:oo .. I ....................................................... ..... l ............................. . 
-~~!Y .. ~~!~~  .. ··---J~.~L~_j __ $400.00 L L____ ....... ~.~~~:~9.J·--·---~ ---·--~-·---
Steve Jefferies l PEHLS i $194.70 ~ 1 $194.70 1 1 
O OO••o• •• --• •o'--o O'o o oo·---..-•O"o-o·-·i~·••-• - •-•• -•o~ oo o oo"<'-t•' • '.r'o-•o•.r-,.-,-~_._.,..,,.,..._, • . __ ,.._,....,..,.._. ........ ,... . • •--•·•-~'"-•·•:·o'o ·o · .. ---.. • . --.,· -·--0-0 ~- o ·n'oo~o o.•••• • -•••- •o-ooooo oO.oo o oOo o o o"' ,..'"""''_. __ _ _ ...,,_.,- • -• ~o-oo·O"#oooh#o ,..O ·OO ooO o oO: o-o o ooooo~o•o-ooooo.o oooo o oo ooo 
Pat Maguire i PEHLS i $258.00 1 j $258.00 1 l ~~~~~~9.~.?.~ ........... ............. l.~-~~~~ ..... l~ ......... ~.~:~~.:~g .. .l .......... ... ......... · .................... ~.==-L ... .. ..... ............... ....... ~.~-~-~~.:~g .. .t.=.~=-=:.~ .... ....... ·:.~.·-~:.·.~~~- ~-~.r~=-=-=~~~ 
LanaJoSharpe fPEHLS [ $191.33 ~ 1 $191.33 l l 
preceding 3 PEHLS fac i PEHLS r $85.56 I 1 $85.56 l l 
''""""*'' ''' ' ' '" '""'''''""'""'"'~-o-o-oooOoo• .. • loo-o.o.o.oo o.oooo oo-• •••·"":""""' ''•••·Ooooooo-•o-oo oo .. o-.o" ' '! " " '''·'"''''' ' " '' ""'' ' " ' ' '' ,. .,,,.,, oooooooooooo o ooo o .. • ••• : ""'''"'""'' '"·,..OOOo>• •" • ' ' "''''""""" " ""·" ·" ' ·'HO ! ·•••••••ooooo.oo.oo .o• oooo ooo·.,• • • ooooooooooo o oo•"' ' "''"'""'" :"" '' ' "'''"''''"'"'' " ''''' 
Leo D'Aquisto I PEHLS i $389.00 l l $389.00 j l 
,_., , .... -...,-, -,_....,..._... __ ..,._ro ___ ,...., .... - • • ·.r~•·-·•·----·t-- --·--,.,.--_,....,._. ,~,- ,_ ,_,. ________ , ....., ..  _...,..., ___ ,,..,_...,.....,,_..,-.., __ ,,,.,.,, , ,.;, ,,,....,.,•ooo ·oo-oooo·o .. oo o"""' ' ·o·oooo..,o o•---- • - • •••"•"....," ' , ... ,...,.u ... o uo"oo" o ooo -• • •o-O'ooo ~ .-oo oo 0'.,0 ·• • • •'"' ·• - • •"'•••••"· 0 ,. 
Darlene Sandoval PEHLS l $200.00 l $66.66 l $66.66 ~ .. l 
--· .... ------!------.· ----t---·-··-··-r---·-----:--·---- ....... _ _._ .. _____ ,.,. ___ .. ____ .. __ 
Damon Maes PEHLS i $200.00 i $66.66 i $66.66 i ~ 
·-·-·---··-----·--- ····-.. ·---·r· ...... ·.---·---+ _. ,_ .. ____ ··-·-.... · ~ ------..... .. - .......... - .... -.. -+ ........................................................... , ............................. . 
Vince Nethery PEHLS l $389.00 ~ 1 $389.00 l 1 
PEHLS fac group trav. I PEHLS l $377.71 1 l $377.71 1 . l 
oOo oo oo.oooo o oooo oooooo.o.o.o ooo.ooo oo oooO o ooooooooo ooooot•o o oo oo o o.ono ooo ooooo .,oooOoo oo OOOOoOooo o.o.oooooooo oo o oo: ••-•·oooooOO OOOO OOO OOOoooo ooo o oo ooo o o oooo o ooooo oooo Oooo.#Oo oo! OOOOOOOOO OO OOO-OOOo OoOo nooo.o oo oo ooo oo.o oooo o oo o •o • o• oO O ooO O O o:• •o·o •o ~•o oo o o _.o.oooo o o oooo •oo o • o.o oo ooo o o o oo oo•o•o •• • • •• OOo o tooo ooo oo oooooooOo ooooooo oo oo-o 
Lana Jo Sharpe 1 PEHLS j $197.51 i l $197.51 l 1 
PEHLS fac/motor pool !PEHLS i $103.21 r·- . ··-·-.. ·~--1 ---- $1oi21 ~· ~ 1 
..... ___ _ +---·---4~-· . .. -----:------·--- _ ._ ... _ ... .,... .... "!'----·- ---··---.. :----·-~·-···-
Bill Vance j PEHLS j $139.58 i l $139.58 i l 
•' •••• • • ••• •--~ .........---oOO-o •O'o•o'o ••• •-• • ... •- •·• ·•·• -·~•••• - ""·O -o-. •o-.'•""'-' '-••---•·•----·--·oo<o •o o </ o oo-o .. o oo-r ......,o _,.,._, ,.. ,_,, ,..,llo.-...-o .. .-ooo,.."'0-'0'00,.--o·o · --- ... -. o>o-••·••• ... ,..,_.-,.,. oooo'• •o'oooiOo..,.,..., , _., ,. , .,_ , ., ,, , , .,.,..,......,, , ,._,., ., .,,..,,,,,, ,,,, , ,, oooo.o o .o.ooooo oo oooo o o oO oooooo o-o ~o-•oooooooooO O'O • ·• • ·•-.-. oo o ·.-, , 
Debbie Whitcombe _j' PEHLS ! $300.00 1 1 . $300.00 1 1 
o~oo_. o-oMo_o,_,__._, _....._._.~--- </_, _.._ : """""" ; ""Y-'-'~-'"'"_"_'~---·--- ~••-•.o•-·~-,o.o.o ,o,o ,o- ~-._. .. u~-·--.--. •••---~-.. _____ __..,_._ .,,_,_,,,t----·--••-••- •i 
Leo D'Acquisto i PEHLS l $324.00 ~ ~ $324.00 : ~ 
. ....... . ........ . . . . .. . .............. ....... ........ f, . .......... ..... . . . .. : ... ..... . . ..... .. ... ... ........ ...... ..... ...... ..................... . ..... ...... .. . ...... . . . : . . .. .. .. ............... . ... ......... ... .. ....... . ........... .............. .... .... . .... .. . ! .............................. : .. ........................... . 
Vince Nethery f PEHLS j $324.00 j l $324.00 1 ! l 
Adjunct Faculty 
Kevin Adkisson 
Patti Adkisson 
Susan Plaster 
Debbie Whitcombe 
Rick Wright 
Marcia Arlt 
Gayle Bender 
Kari Taylor 
Students 
Damon Maes 
Darlene Sandoval 
324.00 
324.00 
264.00 
624.00 
150.00 
99.00 
300.00 
99.00 
200.00 
200.00 
Central 
washington 
University 
Memorandum 
DATE: January 19, 1996 
TO: 
FROM: 
Dr. Ivory Nelson, President 
Phil Backlund, Associate Dean 
College of Arts and Humanities 
College of the Sciences 
RE: Expenditure of Summer 1994 Profit 
Money 
CC: Dean Brown, Dean Denman. 
Office of rhe Deari 
College of Lerrers. :\rts and Sciences 
Ellensbur~. Wasllingron 08926-7500 
1509) 963-1~58 
Attached is the information you requested re'lated as to how the departments in the former 
College of Leners, Arts. and Sciences used the Summer, 1994 profit money. The 
departments used the money well. and are very appreciative of having it available. These 
funds allowed them to purchase needed equipment and accomplish many other purposes 
that either would not have been possible or would have had to come out of another 
University budget. Encouraging the departments to spend the profit in this way is a strong 
incentive to develop the summer program. 
Faculty Salaries 
Sup port Personnel 
Classroom Support 
Goods and Services 
Memberships, Registrations 
Faculty, Student Travel 
Computers and related expenses 
Non-Computing Equipment 
Total 
520,099.23 
3.187.35 
-+.39L70 
~ 72.35 
3,607.00 
11.586.X9 
103.664.75 
17 997.39 
5164,706.66 
I hope this provide the information you need. Please call if you have any further questions. 
Thank you. 
1994 Summer Profit Expense Summary 
Faculty Salaries Expended Totals 
1210 BISC - lntersession field course salaries $1,500.00 
1210 Dean - Search - Chern - Emken $3,245.68 
1210 Dean- Search- Chern- Lygre $3,245.68 
1220 BISC - Ernest $3,207.68 
1220 BISC - Reynolds $3,205.62 
1220 Dean - Search - Chern - Duncan $5.694.57 
S1 .500.00 $18.599.23 $20.099.23 
Support Personnel 
1400 Th - Katie Wilson $242.82 
1400 LAJ - Driver (Woodward) - Alcatraz $366.00 
1400 LAJ- Leslie Smith 518681067 $1 ,489.15 
1400 La.J - Muriel Bechtel 533525969 $1 .089.38 
$242.82 $2,944.53 $3,187.35 
Classroom Support 
3020 Eng Video (The Bostonians) $31 .32 
3020 Eng Videos' (Green Room: Tum of the Screw) $58.73 
3115 Art- Videos 653.93 
3115 Eng Videos (Heiress. Daisy Miller, The Europeans) $85.95 38.64 
3115 Soc- HP C2162A $6.45 
3120 Hist - Wall Maps $1 ,209.32 
3130 Art - Halt-round ring files (30 each) $324.63 
3130 Art- Slides $901 .93 
3130 BISC- Temperature Sensing' Radio Transmitter Implant $794.00 
3130 Hist - Install Wall Mounts $49.76 
3130 Soc - Assessment Materials $98.90 
3130 Eng - Copy Holder $43.00 
3180 Hist- Africa Today $54.83 
3180 La.J - 1995 Edition of Courtroom Handbook on Washington Evidence $40.31 
$1 .338.27 $3,053.43 $4.391.70 
Goods and Services 
3155 Eng - 4 Pedestal Blocks for Monitor $29.87 
3180 Eng - Mitsubishi TV et al $107.95 
3180 Eng - Panasonic camcorder, Tripod, Manual $34.53 
$0.00 $172.35 $172.35 
Memberships, Registrations 
3540 La.J - Westlaw Legal Research Subscription 6/1195-611196 $946.00 $86.00 
3540 La.J - Westlaw Legal Research Subscription 6/1195-6/1196 $86.00 
3540 La.J - Westlaw Legal Research Subscription 6/1195-6/1196 $80.00 
3650 La:J - Alpha Phi Sigma Membership $50.00 
3650 La.J - National Social Science Assoc Membership $60.00 
3660 Dean - Startup - CPSC (Gellenbeck) - Registration - ACM E:omputing Week $410.00 
3660 La.J - Registration (McCain. Olivero. Roberts) $165.00 
3660 La.J - Registration (San Diego)(Oiivero) $85.00 
3660 Math - Choudary Registration Bucarest (7/4-19/95) $200.00 
3660 Math - Harper Registration $150.00 
3660 PoSe- Registration- Appleton. Blair. Cummings. Yoon $500.00 
3660 Soc - Appleton Registration for 6/8-11/95 conference, The Quiet in the Land $25.00 
3661 La.J - Registration (McCain, Olivero, Roberts) $65.00 
3661 La.J - Registration - Supervisory Solutions Seminar $99.00 
3661 La.J - Registration Olivero Moral Reconation Therapy Training $600.00 
$1,146.00 $2,461 .00 $3.607.00 
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Faculty and Student Travel 
5110 Hist- Faculty Development (Hawaii)- per diem $9.00 
5110 LaJ - Roberts Per Diem 3n -1 0195 $114.00 
5130 Hist - Faculty Development (Hawaii) - mileage $72.00 
5130 Hist- Faculty Development (Hawaii) -per diem $29.48 
5130 LaJ- mileage- 3n-9195- McCain to Boston $28.00 
5130 LaJ- mileage- 3n-9195- McCain to Vancouver (COP Meeting) $92.40 
5130 LaJ - Roberts mileage 3n -1 0195 $61.60 
5140 Geol - Mt. Rainier Field Trip (Lundblad) $53.77 
5140 LaJ - Rental Car- Jn-9195- Olivero. Roberts $97.80 
5150 LaJ- Roberts Parking Jn-10195 $17.81 
5155 Eng - Graduate Student Cont Snacks $166.95 
5210 Dean - Startup - CPSC (Gellenbeck) - Nashville - ACM Computing Week $90.00 
5210 FNLA - Faculty Development Lefkowitz to Costa Rica $150.00 
5210 Music - No paper work $580.00 
5210 Hist - Assoc Asian Studies Con - DC $403.00 
5210 Hist - Dev - Heckart to German St. Coni - Dallas $318.00 
5210 LaJ - Alcatraz Field Trip $84.00 
5210 LaJ - Alcatraz Field Trip $202.77 
5210 LaJ - Per Diem - 3n -9195 - McCain to Boston $114.00 
5210 LaJ - Roberts. et a1 - Park Plaza Hotel $437.05 
5210 Math - Choudary per diem Bucarest (7/4-19195) $450.00 
5210 Soc - McGehee per diem $144.00 
5220 Art - Powell slide presentation $200.00 
5220 Art - Williams sliide presentation $200.00 
5220 Com - Corwin King $173.90 
5220 Dean - COM - Air Fare- Corwin King to London $555.00 
5220 FNLA - Faculty Development Lefkowitz to Costa Rica 599.95 
5220 Music - Ott to Or1ando 8/16·20195 599.95 
5220 Hist- Faculty Development (Hawaii)- air fare $559.20 
5220 Hist - Assoc Asian Studies Con - DC $494.00 
5220 Hist - Dev - Heckart to German St. Cont - Dallas $124.08 
5220 LaJ- Air Fare- 3n-9195- McCain $428.00 
5220 LaJ- Air Fare- Sn-9195- Olivero $428.00 
5220 LaJ- Air Fare- 3n-9195- Roberts $428.00 
5220 LaJ - Air Fare - Olivero to San Francisco $171.00 
5220 LaJ - Alcatraz Field Trip ($95.40) 
5220 LaJ- charge to Prof Dev Travel- Roberts Boston Air Fare ($83.01) 
5220 Math- Choudary air fare to Bucarest (7/4-19/95) $1,317.95 
5220 PoSe - Oct/Nov NSSA Cont - New Orleans $379.21 
5220 PciSc - Oct/Nov NSSA Conf - New Or1eans $220.79 
5220 PoSe - Oct/Nov NSSA Cont - New Or1eans $354.00 
5220 Psy- Weyandt to APA conf- New York 8/4-10195 $300.00 
5220 Soc - don't know What this is tor $100.00 
5230 LaJ - Alcatraz Field Trip $272.06 
5240 LaJ - car rental - Olivero - San Diego $128.08 
5250 LaJ - Alcatraz Field Trip $12.00 
5250 LaJ - Alcatraz Field Trip $4.50 
5250 Math - no paper work $7.08 
Toal. Faculty Development. Travel $2,182.70 $9,404.19 $11 ,586.89 
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Computers, Software, Setup, Printers 
3120 Art- Epson Printer, Color Canridges $234.33 
3120 Art - Syquest Drive Kit, Cartridge $781.25 
3120 Dean - MUS - HP Deskwriter 540 cables (2 ea - Bourne, Gries, Rothe) $32.25 
3120 Dean - Stanup - Chern - Bullock - Printer Cable $5.41 
3120 Eng- Bi-Tronics Cable C2912B (Benton. Mack, Sutphin, Yo.xtheimer) $17.00 
3120 Eng- Cable $15.00 
3120 Eng- Cable Technology for Apple Monitor $17.11 
3120 Eng - HP Deskjet Cable (Benton, Mack, Sutphin, Yo.xtheimer) $43.00 
3120 La.J -Parallel Cable- Olivero, Roberts? $6.00 
3120 La.J - Surge Suppressor $27.50 
3130 Eng - Serial Cable (CWWP) $16.19 
3140 Eng - Upgrade 62892 - Bobby Cummings $466.00 
6010 Com - Powermac 7100 $3,274.13 
6010 Dean- MUS - HP Deskwriter 540 (2 ea -Bourne, Gries, Rothe) $854.30 
6010 Dean- MUS- Power Mac 7100180 8MB (2 ea- Gries, Rothe) $5,613.42 
6010 Dean - SOC - Educator Screenwriter $4,322.58 
6010 Dean - Stanup - CHEM - Bullock - Pentium $2,644.00 
6010 Dean - Startup- CPSC (Gellenbeck) - HP Laserjet 4) $1,199.70 
6010 Dean- Startup- CPSC (Gallenbeck)- Pentium $4,831 .05 
6010 Eng- Colorscan 433 Notebook Computer (Mack, Sutphin, Yo.xtheimer) $6,210.34 
6010 Eng - HP Laserjet 4 Plus (Vandeventer) $1 ,683.90 
6010 Eng - HP Laserjet 4MP (CWWP) $1 ,306.96 
6010 Eng - Macintosh Performs (T. Manin) $1,813.43 
6010 Eng-Pow~ook520C $2,512.40 
6010 Eng - Unique 486DX2-66 mHZ (Benton) $1 ,694.42 
6010 Eng - Unique Pentium (Vandeventer) $2,801 .30 
6010 LAJ - Compuadd $6,109.29 
6010 La.J - HP Printer - Olivero, Roberts? $258.00 
6J10 PoSe - Unique Pentium $2,789.40 
6010 PoSe - Unique Pentium (2 each) $6,433.57 
6010 Psy- 486 DX2-66 $1,920.55 
6010 Psy - 486 DX2-66 (6 ea) $9,582.19 
6010 Psy - Performa $2,466.96 
6010 Soc- Unique 486DX2-66 $1,648.97 
6020 Art - 32 MB Sim Upgrade - Powerbook $1 ,290.00 
6020 Art - Color scanner. SyQuest Drive $951 .38 
6020 Art - Epson Printer. Color Cartridges $551 .80 
6020 Dean- MUS- Power Mac 7100180 8MB (2 ea- Gries. Rothe) $882.91 
6020 Dean - Stanup - Backlund, Bransdorfer, Chinn. Gerdes - four Mo $3,603.06 
6020 Dean - Startup - Chern - Bullock - Printer $305.12 
6020 Dean - Startup - Monitors for Powermacs $3,590.00 
6020 Eng - Apple Monitor $906.72 
6020 Eng - HP Deskjet 540 (Benton, Mack Sutphin. Yo.xtheimer) $1 ,109.40 
6020 Eng - Unique 486DX2-66 mHZ (Benton) $622.15 
6020 Eng - Unique Pentium (Vandeventer) $719.53 
6020 PoSe- HP ScanJet $485.82 
6020 PoSe - Unique Pentium $1,146.92 
6020 PoSe - Unique Pentium (2 each) $1.439.06 
6020 Psy- 486 DX2-66 $425.23 
6020 Psy- 486 DX2-66 (6 ea) $2.551 .36 
6020 Soc- HP C2162A $283.80 
6020 Soc - Unique 486DX2-66 $622.15 
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6030 Com- Mobile Classroom- Office, Mac TCP, Netscape- CPU# & $104.40 
6030 Dean - MUS - Software - Gries, Rothe $144.80 
6030 Dean - Phys - Mathematica lor Lab $1 ,2.50.00 
6030 Dean - TH (AutoCAD upgrade) $541 .00 
6030 Eng - software $207.40 
6030 Psy- Visionlab Model 2717-70297 $1 .191.49 
6030 Soc- OS 7.1 upgrade- Appleton $33.50 
6030 Soc- Software CPU 60711 Mac SE- Appleton $220.50 
6030 Soc- WP Win. Rellections (McGehee) $172.80 
6040 Art - 2 16MB Simms lor Quadra 610 & Centria 650 $1,039.00 
6040 Com - SIMS purchase replaced with P065443 - purchased by Bus. Ed (5627.80) 
6040 Com- SIMS purchase replaced with P065443- purchased by Bus. Ed $634.05 
6040 Com - Startup (Breedlove) Communication - 16MB Upgrade Kit $619.45 
6040 Dean- MUS- Power Mac 7100/80 8MB (2 ea- Gries, Rothe) $210.99 
6040 Dean - Startup - Backlund, Bransdoner. Chinn. Gerdes - four Mo $281.32 
6040 Dean - Startup - CPSC (Gellenbeck) - Ethernet Combo Card $84.57 
6040 No record ol order $71.31 
6040 Eng - Intel 486DX2 Motherboard (Olson) $371.13 
6040 Eng - MB upgrades (B. Cummings, Olson, T. Martin) $1,001 .90 
6040 La.J- Fax/Modem for ComuAdd Laptop #66030 $241 .31 
6040 PoSe- Hard Drive for CPU 62748 (Unique 486) $202.43 
6040 Psy - 8 MB upgrade $307.99 
6040 Soc - Ethernet $232.90 
$11 .012.61 $92.652.14 $103,664.75 
Non-Computing Equipment 
6010 Eng - Mitsubishi TV et al $3,234.60 
6010 Hist - Ricoh Fax $2,131 .03 
7160 Power Strip $27.50 
6020 Eng - Mitsubishi TV et al $1 .185.74 
6020 Eng - Panasonic camcorder, Tripod, Manual $798.46 
3885 Psy - Overjead Projectors (3rd priority) $13.85 
6020 Geol- Astroscan Telescope $506.65 
6020 PoSe- Ricoh Fax $400.00 
6020 PoSe- TV NCR Combination $260.00 
6030 Art - Color-It $1,528.92 
6030 Art- Photoshop, et al. $1,468.82 
6040 Com - Projector Stand . $595.68 
6040 Eng- Advent Legacy Ill Speakers $390.90 
6040 Eng - Mitsubishi TV et al $469.65 
6040 Eng - Panasonic camcorder. Tripod, Manual $128.40 
6040 Eng- Perlorma Operator Task Chair, Arm Kit $408.94 
6040 Eng - Wrist support $81.54 
6040 Hist - Swivel Chairs $651 .34 
6040 Math- Tl-82 View Screen & Calculator $1.731 .33 
S040 PoSe - Bodybilt Chair $766.82 
G040 Psy - Monitor Stand 5430.64 
6040 Psy - Overjead Projectors (3rd priority) $786.58 
6040 SeEd - transcriber. cassettes. microphone 
6010 Dean - SOC - Projector 5460.00 
$760.38 $17.237.01 $17,997.39 
TOTAL EXPENSES AS OF NOV. 1. 1995 $164.706.66 
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Dr. Ivory V. Nelson 
President 
Central Washington University 
Office of the President 
Ellensburg W A 98926 
December 28, 1995 
RE: Executive Ethics Board - Use of State Resources Rule 
Dear Dr. Nelson: 
RECEIVED 
JA 
' 
.
.. ! 2 ··(\· ·;~ !j~J 
~PF':'!r;r,'.or·c- o~~r:rr 
: .:. ... UJ:..~L-I( J II 1'-...~[ 
Enclosed please fmd a copy of WAC 292-110-010 regarding Use of State Resources. 
The Executive Ethics Board adopted the rule at its November 17, 1995 regular meeting and the 
rule was filed with the code reviser on December 13, 1995. 
Please distribute the rule to your staff as you deem appropriate. If you :ave any 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me (360) 586-3751, or Barbara Cook, StL:-etary to 
the Board, at (360) 664-0861. 
tim 
cthics\rules\demin.ltr 
Enclosure 
Very truly yours, j1A- rrrrtcaJ 
TERI METCALF.-ctLrk 
Executive Ethics Board 
RULE-MAKING ORDER 
(RCW 34.05.360) CR- 1 03 <7123/95> 
[i] Pennanent Rule 
1------E_x_e_c_u_t ~-· _v_e_E_t_h_i_c_s_B_o_a_r_d _________ -t 0 Emergency Rule 
0 Expedited Repeal ( 1 ) Date of adoption: 11/17/95 
(2) Purpose: To provide limited exceptions to the prohibition against using 
state resources for the private benefit of state officers and 
employees. 
(3) Citation of existing rules affected by this order: 
Repealed: None 
Amended: None 
Suspended: None 
(4) Statutory authority for adoption: 
Other authority: RCW 4 2. 52. 160 ( 3) 
PERMANENT RULE ONLY 
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 9 5-15-116 on _7_.../_...1-....;9""""/""""9"""'5'------ (date). 
Describe any changes other than editing from proposed to adopted version: 
See Attached. 
EMERGENCY RULE ONLY 
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds: 
0 (a) That immediate adoption. amendment. or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the public 
health. safety, or general welfare. and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity to 
comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest. 
0 (b) That state or federal law or federal rule or a federal deadline for state receipt of federal funds requires 
immediate adoption of a rule; 
Reasons for this finding: 
EXPEDITED REPEAL ONLY 
Under Preproposal Statement of Inquiry filed as WSR --------on------- (date). 
(5.3) Any other findings required by other provisions of law as precondition to adoption of effectiveness of 1'1Jie? 
0 Yes ~ No If Yes. explain: 
(6) Effective date of rule: 
Permanent Rules Emergency Rules 
OCJ 31 days after filing 0 Immediately 
0 Other (specify) ___ • · C Later (specify) __ _ 
'(It less then 31 days after filing. specific 
~ng in 5.3 under RCW 34.05.380(3) is reauired) 
NAME ClYPE OR PRINT) 
Barbara Cook 
TITLE Secretary to the Board 
CODE REVISiR USE ONLY 
CODE REVISER'S OFFICE 
STATE Or WASHINGTON 
FILED 
DEC 1 3 1995 
TIME: 9 : 3'<1 G 
WSR Zi·?=. 0/ ,o .'f(p 
(COMPLETE REVERSE SIDE> 
Describe any changes other than editing from proposed to adopted version: 
1. WAC 292-110-010(3) includes additional examples of permitted and prohibited uses of 
state resources. 
2. WAC 292-110-010(4)(c)- this change clarifies that the agency must fmd that the use of 
state resources results in some benefit to the public in addition to the private benefit to 
a state officer or employee and that the public benefit of improving the skills of an 
officer or employee must be work related job skills. 
3. WAC 292-110-010(5) - this is a new section which deals with limitations and 
qualifications on the use of state resources. It includes the following qualifications and 
limitations that were not included in the proposed rule: --
(a) This is a new provision that makes it clear that WAC 292-110-010 does not 
authorize or permit use of state resources for the purpose of assisting a campaign 
for election of a person to an office or for the promotion or opposition to a ballot 
proposition. 
(b) As originally proposed, WAC 292-110-010(2) prohibited private use of state 
propeny which had been removed from state facilities. This new section 
continues this restriction, but recognizes an exception when equipment is removed 
from a state facility and is taken to an official duty station away from a state 
facility. This section also includes two new examples. 
(d) This is a new section which sets out limitations on the use of state computers and 
other equipment to access electronic databases including electronic bulletin boards 
and electronic mail. This section includes two new examples. 
(e) This is a new section that deals with the question of reimbursement to agencies 
for the cost of .state resources used for private benefit. 
All of these changes were made in response to comments received by the Executive 
Ethics Board at the public hearing on the proposed rule held on September 8, 1995. 
Attachment 
EXECUTIVE ETHICS BOARD 
CHAPTER 292-110 WAC 
AGENCY SUBSTANTIVE RULES 
NEW SECTION 
WAC 292-110-010 Use of State Resources. (1) No state officer or state employee may 
use state resources including any person, money, or property under the officer's or employee's 
official control or direction or in his or her custody for private benefit or gain of the officer or 
employee or any other person; PROVIDED, that this prohibition does not apply to the use of 
public resources to benefit another person as part of the officer's or employee's official duties. 
(2) Under circumstances described in sections three and four of this rule, a state officer 
or employee may make occasional but limited use of state resources for his or her private benefit 
if there is no actual cost to the state or the cost to the state is de minimis. The cost to the state 
is de minimis if the acrual expenditure of state funds is so small as to be insignificant or 
negligible. 
(3) Notwithstanding the prohibition in section one of this rule, a state officer or 
employee may make occasional but limited use of state resources for his or her private benefit, 
if: 
(a) there is no cost to the state; and 
(b) the use of state resources does not interfere with the performance of the officer's or 
employee's official duties. 
Example 1: An employee makes a local telephone call to his home every 
afternoon on his break to make sure his children have arrived home safely from 
school. This is not an ethical violation. There is no cost to the state and sine.! 
the call takes place on the employee's break it will not interfere with the 
perfonnance of the employee's duties. 
Example 2: An employee operates an outside business. Everyday she makes or 
receives five to ten business calls on her state telephone. All of the calls are local 
calls. This is an ethical violation. Although there is no cost to the state, making 
and receiving private calls throughout the day interferes with the performance of 
the employee's official duties because she is conducting private business during 
working hours. 
Example 3: An employee posts a notice to sell a used car on the office bulletin 
board. The notice gives his home telephone number for those interested in 
inquiring about the car. This is not an ethical violation. There is no cost to the 
state and posting the notice will not interfere with the performance of his official 
duties since those who want to inquire about the car can call the employee at 
home. 
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Example 4: Once a year. during a two week period, an employee sells candy 
bars to suppon a youth soccer team. She leaves the candy bars in the break room 
and employees may buy the bars on their breaks. This is not an ethical violation. 
There is no cost to the state and since the transactions are conducted during 
breaks the activity does not interfere with the perfonnance of her official duties. 
Example 5: Every spring a group of employees meet at lunch time to organize 
an agency softball team. The meeting is held in a conference room that is not 
needed for agency business during the lunch hour. This is not an ethical 
violation. There is no cost to the state and since the meeting takes place during 
the lunch hour it does not interfere with the perfonnance of the employees' 
official duties. 
(4) Notwithstanding the prohibition in section one of this rule, a state officer or 
employee may make occasional use of state resources for his or her private benefit, if: 
(a) the cost to the state is de minimis; 
(b) the use of state resources does not interfere with the performance of the officer's 
or employee 's official duties; and 
(c) the agency finds that there is some benefit to the public in addition to the private 
benefit to the officer or employee; A public benefit under this rule may be direct or indirect, 
such as improving employee morale or activities that improve the work related job skills of an 
officer or employee. 
Example 6: An employee is taking a night school class and after working hours 
uses her computer to do her homework. She prints her homework using the 
office printer and her own paper. The agency has determined that the class will 
enhance the employee's job skills. This is not an ethical violation. The use of 
the office computer and printer will result in some cost to the state. However, 
the cost is negligible and the employee is using her own paper. Since the class 
will enhance the employee's job skills there is a public benefit and, since the 
activity takes place after working hours it will not interfere with the perfonnance 
of the employee' s official duties. 
Example 7: After working hours an employee uses the office computer and 
printer to compose and print repons for his private business using his own paper. 
This is an ethical violation. The use of the office computer and printer will result 
in some cost to the state. Although the cost is negligible, there is no public 
benefit to the state from the employee's conducting his private business. 
(5) Use of state resources pursuant to sections three and four of this rule is subject to 
the following qualifications and limitations: . 
(a) A state officer or employee may not use state resources for the purpose of assisting 
a campaign for election of a person to an office or for the promotion of or opposition to a ballot 
proposition. Such a use of state resources is not authorized by this rule and is specifically 
prohibited by RCW 42.52.180. subject to the exceptions in RCW 42.52.180(2). 
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(b) A state officer or employee may not make private use of any state property which 
has been removed from state facilities or other official duty stations, even if there is no cost to 
the state. 
Example 8: Agency equipment includes a video tape player. One night an 
employee takes the machine home to watch videos of her family vacation. This 
is an ethical violation. Although there is no cost to the state an employee may 
not make private use of state equipment removed from state facilities or other 
official duty station. 
Example 9: An employee is assigned to do temporary work in another city away 
from his usual duty station. To perform his official duties the employee takes an 
office laptop computer which he has checked out for this purpose from the 
agency. The agency has previously approved the employee's use of the computer 
to do homework for a class that will enhance his job skills after working hours. 
While the employee is on this temporary duty assigrunent he uses the laptop 
computer to do his homework after working hours. This is not an ethical 
violation. The use of the computer for homework in this situation is not an 
ethical violation (Example 7). Although the employee has removed his laptop 
~omputer from the state facility its use is permissible because he is using it at a 
temporary official duty station. 
(c) A state officer or employee may not make private use of any state property which 
is consumable such as paper, envelopes or spare parts, even if the actual cost to the state is de 
minimis. 
(d) A state officer or employee may not make private use of state computers or other 
equipment to access computer networks or other databases including, but not limited to, 
electronic mail and electronic bulletin boards for personal use unrelated to an official business 
purpose. 
Example 10: An employee uses her agency computer to send electronic mail to 
another employee regarding the agenda for an agency meeting that both will 
attend. She also wishes the other employee a happy birthday. This is not an 
ethical violation. Although there is personal communication in the message, the 
message was sent for an official business purpose. 
Example 11: Two employees use their agency computers to play a game of chess 
via electronic mail. This is an ethical violation because this use of electronic mail 
to play chess is not an official business purpose. 
(e) In general, a state officer or employee may not make private use of state resources 
and then reimburse the agency so there is no actual cost to the state. However, the board 
recognizes that in some limited situations, such as officers or employees working at remote 
locations, a system of reimbursement may be appropriate. Any system of reimbursement must 
be established by the agency in advance and must result in no cost to the state. To be valid 
under this rule a reimbursement system must be approved by the board. 
3 
(6) State agencies are encouraged to adopt policies applying these principles to their 
unique circumstances. Nothing in this rule is intended to limit the ability of an agency to adopt 
policies that are more restrictive. However, violation of a more restrictive agency policy will 
not constitute a violation of RCW 42.52.160 but would constitute a violation of agency policy. 
4 · 
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Central 
washington 
University 
Industrial and Engineering Technology 
Ellensburg. washington 98926 
(509) 963·1756 
To: Faculty Senate 
From: Tim Y oxtheimer 
lET Department Chair 
Date: December 28, 1995 
Re: Justification for the new Industrial Technology Minor 
In 1990 the lET department combined four Industrial Technology majors into a single major with 
options. At the same time we deleted two minors in Engineering Graphics and 'Industrial 
Education. A third minor in Industrial Technology should have been placed on reserve for use in 
the future. When the department attempted to reactivate it, we found out that the course had 
been deleted by mistake. 
The new Industrial Technology Minor is designed to be flexible and take advantage of the 
different majors offered by the department. The minor as it is proposed to be offered: 
Industrial Technology Minor. 25 credits. Courses to be selected from Industrial Technology 
department courses under departmental advisement. 
The intent of this generic minor is to allow a student and the department advisor to design a group 
of courses that reinforce the students major interests. Examples of student inquires for a minor 
that the department has received in the last two years are: 
Flight Technology major- construction minor 
Flight Technology major- machining/manufacturing minor 
Loss Control major - power minor 
Computer Science major - manufacturing minor 
Special Education major- broad technology minor (non-teaching) 
Electronic Engineering Technology - aircraft systems minor 
Art major - industrial design minor 
The department expects about I 0 students a year to graduate with this minor for the next 3 years 
and then the number~ should increase. Because the students will be spread out over the breath of 
the department, there wiJJ be no impact on faculty course or advising load. Each student will be 
required to submit an approved set of courses and a time schedule to the advisor and department 
chair at least two quarters before completing the minor. 
·. 
L BACKGROUND AND RATIONAL£ 
1. Procram u it it proposed to be offered. 
lndUJtrial TeU!DoloQ Minor. 25 credits. Counes to toe selected from Industrial 
Technology deparuneat courses under deputmentaladvuernent. 
1. Justifieation for additiOII 
The Industrial Technology minor wu ~from the 1991-93 catalog by 
mist alee (see attached 1989-91 catalog copy). The department thought that the 
minor had been pbced on reserve, aot dropped. We have been receiving requests 
from Students to reiaswe the minor II this time. 
3. Impact oD department load 
Nooe 
4. Projected Don-faculty staffin& Deeds 
None 
!. Projected student rarvDmeot for e.acb quarter of nul three yean and special 
additional costs smdeou will be required to pay. 
F rve students per qtWter the first year and ten students per quarter for years two 
and three Lab fees are required for some lET CO\Ir!les. 
6. Projected space needs to support prolf"UJI 
None 
7. Rdated curiculu~ cban1es 
None 
· I. Detailed co1U for implrmeotin1 propul 
No additional costs are expected for the number of students indicated above 
9. Source of additional rucaJ resources 
N/A 
10. Unique time elements 
None 
II. Departments affected by new prognDL 
Only the lET Depanrnent is expected to be affected. 
D. PROGR-\M OVERVIEW 
1. Department name, chair, office loeatioo and phone number. 
lndu.':trial and Engin~g Technology 
Til'l Yoxtheimer, Chair 
Ho~e 107 Phone 963-1756 
1. The minor will be 1icrted under the lET department section in the catalog so the 
!!Werial in questions I and 2 have been included. 
3. Pn.;nm descriptioas: 
L Tille 
Industrial T echoology minor 
b., r.. d. None II thU time 
c. AD lET Department courses are included by advisement 
r. 25 aediu 
4. By depanmenr advi3emeut 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Department of English 
To: Faculty Senate 
From: Patsy Callaghan, English Department Chair 
Date: 1/2/96 
Re: Justification for the new English Teaching Minor 
Page 5 
The addition of an English Teaching Minor is justified as a way to guide the 
preparation of students who have a major in another discipline and wish to 
receive a second endorsement in English from the State of Washington. This 
minor would complement a major in history or sodal studies, but could be 
profitably combined with any other teaching area as language arts instruction 
continues to be integrated in various ways across the curriculum. 
English has become an attractive. second area of study for prospective teachers 
who need two areas of endorsement from the State of Washington for 
certification. We have established this minor to allow students a responsible 
basic preparation in English and methods to assist their teaching of language 
arts across the curriculum and in combination with other subjects. 
The proposed program is in alignment with our mission, our strategic plan, 
our assessment commitments, and our understanding through our 
professional organizations of current research and practice in the teaching of 
language arts. 
Program as it is to be offered: See reverse side of memo. 
Expected enrollment: 15/year 
There will be no impact on faculty course or advising loads. The students 
who will take this minor would typically have taken the 45 credit Teaching 
English Major which was deleted, or would have been enrolled as 
"certification only" students. 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNl VERSITY 
Department of English 
To: Faculty Senate 
From: Patsy CaJlaghan, English Department Chair 
Date: 1/2/96 
Re: Justification for the new Language Arts Major 
Page 7 
ln alignment with Goal1. Objective 1 of our Strategic Plan, the E~glish 
department has concluded a comprehensive program review designed to 
"create a current, streamlined, varied curriculum." One result of this review 
was the reduction of our major programs from seven to three. We deleted 
two language arts majors, one focusing on the pre.paration of elementary 
level teachers, and one which addressed the needs of middle level teachers. 
These two majors were composed of non-sequential menus of course options 
not attached to any specific set of expectations and Qut of alignment with the 
revisions in the elementary education programs, resulting in advising 
confusion and an inordinate number of course substitutions. 
Responding to the recommendations of the National Council of Teachers of 
Englis}\ we designed a new language arts major which clarifies and reduces 
program options, allows students to focus their preparation in terms of level 
and materials, increases program coherence, updates course offerings, ·lnd 
increases cultural representation in course requirements. The redesigned 
major is presented on the r~verse side of this memo. 
Expected enrollment: 45/year 
There will be no impact on faculty course or advising loads. 
400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg. WA 98926·7558 • 509-963-1546 
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Lan&lJap Arts Tea chine Major: 
Students in Ibis msyor must complete the profesiional education program requiTCIJICIIU for clcan~tary or secondary oertifieation avall:lble 
through the educ:~ttlon department A minor Is required with d1is major. Students working toward K·l ccrtifioatloo who are preparing to Ieath 
at the elementary sohoollcvcl must complete the requlmneolS for the elementary education minor. Students working toward 4·12 c:crtificatioo 
who •e preparing to teach at the junior high or middle school level mi&hr consider combining this major with a Teaching Social Science Major 
or with a Teaching History Minor, since IIUilJY middle level schools block their laDSU~&e arts and social studies classes. This major satisfies tb~ 
current WashingtOn State requirements for two endorsements: one in Enalish and one In Languqc Aru. 
Students in this program are ~peeled to complete English 302, Poeuy and Poetics, ptior to enrolling in ENG 303. Principles of English 
Studies, and both courses are prerequuites to othor upper division I'IUI:ior requirements. 
Required Counu 
ENGLISH STUDIES 
ENG 302, Poetry and Poetics 
ENG 303, Ptinclples of English Srudics 
PERIOD COURSES: 
Select 1; 
ENO 30S, 306, 307. English Literature: I, U,IJI 
Select 1: 
ENO 308, 309. Ameriean Litenture I, U 
MAJOR LITERARY fiGURES: 
ENG 361. Shakespeare; The Early Plays, OR 
ENG 362. Shakespeare: The Later Plays 
COMP ARA TIVEICUL TURAL STUDIES: s~Ject 1: 
ENG 328. World LilerDture I 
ENG 3l9. World Literature R 
LANGVA.GE: 
•ENG 321. Onlmmar In the Classtoom 
WRITING: 
ENG 314. Advanced Nonfiction Prose 
PEDAGOGY 
Tbosc working toWilrd K-8 certification and pla11niag 
to teach at the elementary level take: 
EDEC 421. Teaching Children's Lite1111ure (3) 
Those workiog toward 4-ll tertificatioa and plaanlae to 
teach Jr. blgb or middle school take: 
ENG 430. Teaching English In the Sccondlll)' Schoolu (4) 
ENG 422. Teaching Young Adult Literature (4) 
COURSES JOROM OTHER DEPARTMENTS 
Tbose working toward K-8 cerl.ilieadon and planning 
to tuch at the elemeotuy level take: 
COM 301. Communication Concepts and Processes(4) 
TH 207. Introduction to Children's Drama(J) 
TH 312. Creal.ive Dramatics In School and Leisure(3) 
THICOM 420. Teaching Communication and Drama 
in the Elementary School(4) 
Tbose workingiOward 4-ll tertifi~atloo and plaonlq to 
teach Jr. high or middle ubool take: 
TH 312. Creative Dramatics in School and Leisure (3) 
COM 20 I. Introduction to Mass Media (4) 
COM 208, BcgiMing Newswriling and Reporting (4) 
•sENIOR COLLOQUIUM: ENG 489 
••Prerequisite, EDEC J 11 and 30 ctediu in EDslisb. 
Credill 
4 
4 
... 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 ora 
14 Of 11 
2 
Total 51 or 53 
'• 
Hugh Spall, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
Dear Hugh: 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Department of Computer Science 
January 10, 1996 
JAN 1 2 1996 
Cttlill Fnc·· · .......... ~ 911J MUi..i,;..-~,L\~--
I noticed in the Curriculum Summary Log of January 4, 1996 a proposal for a new course, EXST 101. 
The department under which this course is listed is Academic Services. 
I have two concerns with this course. First, credit will be given to students for participating in what is 
merely an expanded advising session; there appears to be nothing of an academic nature in the course 
content. I am sure that this is all very useful information, but students should not receive academic credit 
for obtaining it. 
My second concern is that the course does not reside in an academic department. This is in direct 
contradiction to the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual in which it is stated: 
The teaching faculty collectively is the major force governing the curriculum ofth~ University. 
The faculty acts through the departments, the FSCC and the Faculty Senate to complete the 
curricular process. (p. 4) 
Departments have the responsibility to develop specific courses and programs and to initiate 
cour se/prcgram changes. (p. 4) 
Proposals for curriculum change may be initiated by students, faculty members, or deans, but the 
approval process begins at the department level, with approval by a majority of the full-time faculty 
of the department. (p. 5) 
Therefore, I request that the Senate Curriculum Committee review this course in light of the clearly 
defined concept of faculty control over the curriculum. 
\ -..e--<- ; - ' ~~-
Barry J. .;~ue 
Professor and Chair 
c .. ::omas D. Moore, Provost 
Hebeler 219 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg. WA 98926-7520 • 509-963-1495 • FAX 509-963-1851 
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Central 
washington 
University 
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
Central Washington University 
January 18, 1996 
Hugh Spall, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
RE: Course proposal for EXST101 
Dear Hugh: 
Department of Accounting 
School of Business & Economics 
Ellensburg. washington 98926 
(509) 963-3339 
The FSCC recommends that the proposed course EXST 101 be approved through the regular curriculum 
process and additionally considered by the Faculty Senate as a whole. We believe the introduction of a 
course not residing in an academic department, although not without precedent on this campus, deserves 
consideration by the Senate as an exception to policy. 
After considering the information provided, we believe there is significant course content of an academic 
nature, and in fact some committee persons expressed strong support for including this as a required 
element of general education on this campus. 
ln our deliberations, the committee discussed both the concerns expressed by Barry Donahue and the 
attached response and course notes from Paul Petrie. Both Bill Swain and Paul Petrie were present and 
expressed willingness to appear before the Senate in support of this proposal. 
Sincerely, 
Clara Richardson , Chair 
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee 
Enclosure: [2] 
cc: Barry J. Donahue 
Thomas D. Moore, Provost 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
ACADEMIC SERVICES 
Office of Admissions and Academic Advising Services 
January 18, 1996 
Curriculum Committee 
Faculty Senate 
Dear Committee Members: 
This letter is in response to the January 10, 1996 letter from Dr. Barry Donahue addressed 
to Dr. Hugh Spall, Chair of the Faculty Senate. HopefuJly this letter will help to clarify the 
Advising Seminar' s role at Central Washing ton University. 
To begin, tile Advising Seminar course is· much more than an expanded advising session. 
It was adopted from a nationally recognized model developed at the University of South 
Carolina, Columbia. Most colleges and universities amund the coufltry have a course 
similar to the Advising Seminar. Most of them provide academic credit for the course and 
many schools require freshman to enroll in this course. Some schools even have a 
Freshman Experience course that runs a fuJi year. 
At Central Washington University the Advising Seminar plays three major roles. First, it 
teaches students the meaning of the Liberal Arts -- where they come from, why they matter, 
the type of knowledge that is to be :gained in each of the individual disciplines, and how 
they relate to each other and the re ::l.l world. Students learn the value and purpose of higher 
education. 
Second, the Advising Semiriar is also a part of Academic Services' retention effort. As 
you may already know the risk of new freshman students dropping out of college is 
highest in the fi rst quarter e f their attendance. The Advising Seminar provides students 
with the information necessary to navigate the ac<Jrdemic institution. It also provides them 
with tools that allow them to become effective learners as they move toward graduation 
(please see instructor's notes). 
Finally, the Advising Seminar helps decrease Time-Toward-Degree by teaching academic 
policies and procedures, general education requ iJements (how to fulfill them), and 
graduation requirements. It requires students to make a four~year academic plan that will 
take them through graduation. 
Time-Toward-Degree and Retention are two major concerns of the Washington State 
Leg.isJuture and the Higher Eduemion Coordinating Board. The Advising Seminar is 
effective in assisting nearly 30% of new fresh man students in both of these areas. With 
more participation from faculty, there is no doubt the seminar will increase in effectiveness 
and numbers of students. 
Mitchell Hall • 400 E. 8th A,er.ue • Ellensburg. \VA 989~6 -7463 • 509-963-3001 • FAX 509-963-3022 
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There are a number of faculty members on campus who have taught a section ofthe 
Advising Seminar and enjoyed the interaction with students. Some of those faculty 
members are: 
Cathy Bertelson (Business Education) 
Carolyn Schactler (Home Economics) 
Brian Eng (Military Science) 
Owen Dugmore (Psychology) 
Don Cummings (English) 
Phil Backlund (Communication) 
Corwin King (Communication) 
Skip Smith (Biology) 
Gary Lewis (Library) 
Charlie Ru bin (Geology) 
St~ve Schep man (Psychology) 
Bill Kuerz (Aerospace Studies) 
Rex Worth (Political Science} 
I would also like to address Dr. Donahue's concern about following procedures. In the 
course change proposal, we asked that the Advising Seminar be considered an Exploratory 
Studies (EXST) course. I believe this is an appropriate request given the subject matter of 
the class. To my knowledge, Exploratory Studies cou1ses do not fal l under any academic 
department, and no full-time faculty are assigned to teach them. Moreover, the faculty code 
makes no mention of the legislation of this type of course except for going through the 
normal channels, which we have done. 
In closing I would like to say the Advising Seminar course plays a vital role in the success 
and satisfaction of our students. The elimination of this course would create a void in the 
assistam::e we provide students in their transition to the residential university setting. With 
that in mind, I hope you will see fit to give this course the appropriate designation of 
Exploratory Studies 101. 
I have included additional information on the course for your consideration. If you have 
any questions please do not hesitate to contact me at extension -3027 or e-mail address: 
pitrep. 
-.. 
/' . . . 
Carolyn L. Wells, 04:40 PM 1/17/96, PROPOSED MINORS/MAJORS 1 
Return-path: <wellsc@cwu.edu> 
Date: Wed, 17 Jan 1996 16:40:30 -0800 
From: wellsc@cwu.edu (Carolyn L. Wells) 
Subj cct: PROPOSED MIIWRS/MAJORS 
X-Sender: wellsc@cluster.cwu.edu 
To: Richardc@CWU.EDU, olsons@CWU.EDU, klug@CWU.EDU, vantass@CWU.EDU, 
butlerr@CWU.EDU 
Cc: SPALLH@CWU.EDU 
Curricul~ Commit~ee: 
The proposed Language Arts Major was submitted to the Senate with 
incorrect 
credit hours on 3 courses, and one incorrect course number - these 
figures 
changed the credit hour subtotal and major total. Please be sure the 
Senate receives the corrected version before the Senate votes. 
Industrial Technology states (item 2 - justification) that their 
justification for resubmission of the Industrial Technology minor was 
due 
to the minor being dropped from the 91-93 catalog by mistake. If so, 
then 
why is the minor submitted with "by advisement only" and no course 
outline. 
The 91-93 catalog outlined what courses a student needed to take for 
the 
minor. 
--we are doi_ng students an injustice by approving generic minors. 
First, a 
degree audit/ credit evaluation cannot be calculated for "by 
advisement" 
courses and secc!"'.d, the expectation of what is reqt,ired requires 
departments to submit approvals for each student seeking the minor. 
This 
i~ indeed an added workload for both the IET Department and Academic 
Services thus item 3 and 11 related to impact are incorrect. I 
encourage 
you to relook at this proposed minor and for our student's sanity 
stress 
_EP§...Ci fici ty. 
Thank you. 
~~~olyn L. Wells, Registrar 
Academic Services 
Canuary 17, 1996 
Printed for richardc@cluster.cwu.edu (Clara Ric~ardso~) 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
January 23, 1996 
Ivory Nelson 
President 
Central Washington University 
Campus 
Dear President Nelson: 
Faculty Senate 
During the January 10, 1996, Senate meeting, one ofthe Senators asked when the Campus Climate 
Task Force's report would be published. I responded (correctly, I hope) that the report was 
scheduled for publication at the February 2nd Board of Trustee's meeting. The Senate, by motion, 
asked me to request the release of that part of the report dealing with the Faculty in sufficient time 
for it to be available for a scheduled discussion of faculty morale at the January 31st Faculty Senate 
meeting. On behalf of the Senate, I am requesting release of the part(s) of the report dealing with 
the faculty prior to the January 31st Senate meeting so that it is available for whatever discussion 
may occur at that time. 
Sincerely 
~L Y'/(_&c_~~---S<: 
Hugh Spall, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
HS :sft [ c:\wpdocs\agendas\96-1-l 0. eli] 
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' Date: Thu, 18 Jan 1996 16:47:34 -0800 
From: Clara Richardson <richardc@CWU.EDU> 
~o: wellsc@CWU.EDU 
Cc: richard@CWU.EDU, klug@CWU.EDU, gleasonm@CWU.EDU, olsons@CWU.EDU, 
vantass@CWU.EDU, owensp@CWU.EDU, butlerr@CWU.EDU, bonebrak@CWU.EDU, 
owensp@CWU.EDU, senate@CWU.EDU 
S ect: your memo 
In response to your e-mail dated 1/17/96, I would like to point out that 
the Curriculum Committee is NOT responsible for the calculation of credit 
hours, addition of major, etc. Those items are the responsibility of the 
Dean of the respective college forwarding the proposal. Because of problems 
with such materials, the credit evaluators review the proposals prior to 
approval by the appropriate Dean. 
Material distributed to the Senate goes through the Senate office. 
forward this section of the memo to Sue. 
I will 
With respect to the IET minor, I will forward your comments to Tim 
Yoxtheimer. I am unaware of a specific policy forbidding "advised" minors 
or majors. If IET chooses to increase its workload by using this design, 
it is not the Curriculum Committee's responsibility to intervene. 
Finally, as you are aware, our committee as well as your office, received 
mass quantities of curriculum material during the last two weeks of the 
Fall quarter. If errors which we would normally catch slipped through, 
please accept our apologies. We were attempting to serve the faculty who 
have in prepared curriculum and catalogue updates within the rules as they 
understand them. Hopefully, with the later dates to be implemented for 
future catalogues, this is the last such occurrence. 
Sj -:erely, 
Clara Richardson 
Associate Professor 
Chair, Curriculum Committee 
• 
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"If you do not tell the truth about yourself you cannot tell it about other 
people." Virginia Woolf . 
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